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Short description of possible research topics for a PhD: (10-15 lines in English + optional
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3D printing, also referred to Rapid Prototyping (RP), is a manufacturing process to directly generate
physical objects with defined structure and shape from a virtual 3D model data. One of the most
promising technique is Selective Laser Melting (SLM). The SLM process is based on a high energy
laser that melts the powder particles. In the aerospace industry, SLM is used to produce functional
prototypes and small series of Titanium alloys parts with high mechanical properties and high
geometrical complexity. Additionally, to obtain a functional product with dimensional and structural
requirement of industrial parts, the components produced by SLM requires a machining step. Due to
their material properties (high mechanical tensile strength retained at high temperature; low modulus
of elasticity; low thermal conductivity; high chemical reactivity), titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V is
classified as a difficult-to-machine material. Besides, during SLM process, the rapid cooling of the
material leads to thermally induced residual stresses. Thus, initial state of SLM-produced can affect
the machining operation and have a significant influence on the functional performance and life of
components. Surface integrity of machined workpiece plays a critical role in the mechanical
characteristics of machined components such as fatigue life and corrosion resistance. Therefore, the
relationship between the effects of the manufacturing processes SLM-Machining and the surface
integrity has to be investigated deeply for titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V. In this work, surface integrity will
be investigated using both modeling and experimental approaches. The purpose of the modeling part is
to perform Multiphysics Simulations in order to understand the interactions between several physical
phenomena.

Required background of the student: (Which should be the main field of study of the
applicant before applying)
The candidate should have a knowledge of the finite element (FE) method, MATLAB programming
language and continuum mechanics.
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